
About the information you will read below, it is written out of my personal experience in china 

throughout my stay till this time, when I am about to begin my 11
th

 year.  

I have promised: I have no prejudiced mind or racial mind against the Chinese. What I put here is 

the real truth and ONLY truth. The truth is written on my heart 

 

I don't know if I write here, Ghana web reads and if they read, how does it get to Ghana 

government?  

                 Listen to what happens to foreigners in china: 

 

                            Introduction 

 

Generally speaking with my experience in China, in fact Chinese have no souls, they are unclean 

and the system / entire society is whorish and full of greed. 

 

Chinese naturally have no nothing in life and they are not independent and republic. Why? Their 

government gives them free food, free clothes, money etc but nobody gives such things to 

Ghanaians so I regard Chinese as dependent people. One may probably say, it is a symbol of 

communism which is togetherness or oneness. 

 

Chinese word / term for Africa is “fizhou.  “ fi” as pronounced in “ fish” and “zhou” as 

pronounced in “Joe” with the high accent on “zhou” ie  fiZHOU, literally meaning “backward or 

less privileged people” That is the term they give to Africa. So when they call you” fizhou ren” in 

Chinese the derogatory words above apply to you, “ren” means ‘person” in Chinese and Ghana is 

“Jiana” [ jiaNA ], “guojia” means “country”.  “Guo” means “country” but contextually it has 

different meaning and “jia” means “home” so Jiana guojia means “Ghana country” 

 

In fact, Chinese attitude and behavior make the term “fizhou” very stigmatized and very insulting 

such that no black African openly and publicly acclaim or tells Chinese he or she is from Africa. 

All we say is; we are from America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and UK as these are the 

places known as the only best destinations on earth, to Chinese.  

Some even don’t know there blacks all over the world so when we tell them, we from countries 

above, they become so amazed. Everyone and even animals have homes, but we blacks, our 

homes are insults and ridicules to us.  

In fact, if Ghana government should allow me, I will chop those arrested Chinese with axe into 

pieces. I really mean it. No joke. Because I know they are very dangerous animals more than lions 

against foreigners in china. 

 

 

In fact I regard Chinese language as the most difficult language on earth and spoken by most 

primitively cultured people, and only fools will speak and like Chinese language, it’s grammar is 

crazy weird and can easily twist your mouth leaving all your teeth dark-brown pointing to east and 

west.  

I personally refer to the language as a language to be spoken in hell not on earth why? Because it 

is a tonal language in which tones form major significance. If you imitate Chinese exactly as they 



sound, they still don’t know what you are talking about. A hell for foreigners here 

 

What is the system in China and how does it work? 

 

China and Chinese people have some sort of parochial mind and are narrow minded people who 

are inward looking and culturally unbalanced race on earth. Very primitive, hungry and sooooo 

silly people. For their stupidity, small Japan whipped and colonized them for centuries. 

 

With reference to foreigners, china operates on double standards 

 

a. the standard of the white ex-convicts who flock here to compete with blacks for only 300  

dollars a month. 

b. standard of the blacks, who are always at the lower end of all sort of humiliations here, 

especially the visa laws. 

 

When you arrive as a lunatic or drug addicts white man in china, you see all Chinese people 

smiling with the 1000 crooked blue-black teeth why? Because they said their skins are white so 

they are good but if you are a black arrival, no Chinese wanna near you or help you or talk to 

you. 

  

Once you are a black, you are naturally bad before every Chinese in the community.  

There were instances when I was walking with the white ex-convicts, Chinese parents ask their 

doggy children to go and shake hands with the white ex-convicts, but not me why? Just because 

I am a black guy as they called me. White man is worshipped as god in china, why? Because 

poor Chinese parents have the erroneous ideas and brainwashed their generations that white 

people are the richest and the best race on earth so if you go near them and give them free sex, 

you will be the happiest and the luckiest person in China. They will take you to their country so, 

Chinese girls open their hairy pussies within a second to the white ex-convicts but you the 

black, you must spend 100s of dollars to get pussy if you are lucky. 

 

A funniest experience. 

 

An ex-convict from the USA has two kids here and the entire Chinese community including the 

PSB knows about his family and his life very well, the whole city speaks loudly about him and the 

kids why? Because he is a white ex-convict but a black guy has a wife and two kids with a 

Chinese wife, even his neighbors don’t know and don’t wanna see them anytime he goes out with 

his family.  

 

Be a Black man and shake hands with Chinese, he will wash hands. If you touch their kids, they 

cry all day why? They have been touched by black man. 

 

Be black man behind Chinese girl means a lot of disgrace, ridicules and public isolation to the girl, 

the whole society will gossip and laugh and stare at the girl like sheep why? Because she will have 

a black baby or she is being banged by a black monkey.  



They show non-verbal cues to the girl and the girl will definitely advise herself.  

The entire Chinese citizenry are sick and almost every Chinese suffers some sort of psychological 

abnormality backed by oral fixation. So Chinese has oral fixation meaning they say anything that 

comes to their mind, and attention is always concentrated around their mouths. 

 

In class, a foreigner has no right to call a girl and a boy of 0 to 1000 years old, to stage to perform 

or act, they may fall in love and begin sex with each other. A child at the age of 2 to 6 already 

knows about love and romance in china.  

If you flout this order, you will be fired directly from PSB and once you lose a job, you must 

begin heading home because you will never try any job successfully in china any more. 

 

A black Nigerian by name J…. has been bonking a Chinese wife secretly.  

Unfortunately, the woman got pregnant and never knew it was J…responsible. She thought it was 

her Chinese husband.  

Parturition arrived, the baby came as a half cast, the first day the husband and all families went to 

view the baby at the hospital, it was disaster. The visitors escaped from the city to unknown place, 

the baby’s mother also escaped to a place not known leaving the baby at the hospital. The baby 

might have been eaten now or have all his organs removed or given to the government and his fate 

not known till now. This news spread like a wild fire ‘Chinese woman has a black baby” taxi 

drivers, train drivers, radios, TVs, newspapers carried the news all month, and many arrests and 

deportation of blacks followed and J…. is now back to Nigeria. 

 

In 2004 to 2007, I was working in the city of Shenyang, Liaoning Province, a Chinese border city 

near South Korea in the north-eastern part of china, then very early morning at an English corner / 

salon, a little girl walked towards me very calmly and asked” sir, can I ask you a question”? and I 

answered” go on” the little girl asked me why am I black? In fact I usually explain to them about 

the hormone melanin [which Chinese and the white ex-convict don’t have hence their bodies have 

no color] when react with vitamin D-rays from the sun, gives the color pigment to the skin. 

Albinos lack the melanin so they have no skin color: then the little girl said she wanted to tell me a 

story her mother told her and I was listening with keen concentration and she started this way: 

when God created [ even though they don’t believe in God, they also say “ Oh my God”] white 

people were very good, clean and best race, Chinese were second and blacks were the last and 

very horribly bad. Comrades, look at this!! 

 

Be a black man walking on Chinese streets / roads or any public place and meet their young guys 

especially students, you may blame God for creating black skin. What do Chinese do when they 

meet you: they burst into laughter very loudly drawing attention, pointing fingers at you whiles 

running away in a form of averting you. shouting oh my God, you are dirty go and take shower 

and all sort of disappointing and embarrassing behaviors.  

 

Even some parents holding their babies [ doggy puppies ] will point their fingers at you asking the 

babies to see you the black guy, asking their babies if you the black guy look nice or not, which 

the baby will definitely respond NO. When I was in Singapore, Thailand,  

Dubai, Egypt and Amsterdam. I never heard anything good about the Chinese race and culture. In 



Egypt-Cairo, they maltreated blacks there too when it comes face-to-face with white skin issue. 

 

My hands are really up, and I know right from the deepest part of my mind and heart, that what  

I am saying is exactly what applies to 99% of blacks here if not all. Most blacks returning to 

Africa will tell you more when you ask them to confirm. Those of my African brothers and sisters 

hauled up in Accra and Africa throughout all their lives MUST never in any circumstances take 

this information I am giving as a joke else they will regret.. 

 

I was on holiday tour with a Ghanaian friend to Beijing the capital and we were looking for hotel 

to sleep and put our bags down for a little rest, for all about 20 hotels we went to, on seeing our 

skin color, they rudely turn us away “ No room for you” We met a Ghanaian student from Russia 

who came to see her girl off  to Ghana at the capital airport Beijing, when he wanted to pass a 

night in a hotel before returning to Moscow, they turned him away “sorry no room for you” this 

student { an elderly guy } passed the night at airport on a hard wooden seat. He was very angry 

and nearly wept, when he met me at a bus station and was narrating the ordeal to me. 

 

A Ghanaian by name S…Q from Akatsi, got married to a Chinese girl in Gansu province will tell 

you similar story. S….Q married a Chinese girl, bought a house and even opened a school but 

S…Q never pocket any money the school generated before. A point in time, unsuccessful attempt 

was made by his wife’s family to eliminate him and take the house. S….Qs brother called W…. 

one time finished teaching and went home to eat and return for his money, when W... Surfaced to 

collect his wages, Chinese police chanced on him in the headmasters office. He was arrest straight 

from there to detention camp for 2 weeks without any contact. No lawyer, no court proceedings. 

S…Q paid 2000 US Dollars as a fine and added W…s air ticket why because W… was working 

with student visa [X visa]. No student is allowed to work. From detention camp, W… was 

whisked to capital airport Beijing and the next place he called me was Ghana, when I asked him 

why in Ghana, then the truth surfaced. All these plots were traced to S….Qs Chinese wife. 

 

What does it mean to be a foreigner especially black in China? 

Lead in 

 

1. If you arrive in China, you must within 2 weeks register with the local police called: PSB: 

PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU, if you fail to register to enable them place secret agents against 

you and your movements: you will be arrested. 

 

What are you doing in China? 

 

Foreigners have only 3 things to do in China, 

a. teach English as an ESL teacher [blacks are not regarded in this category ] 

b. do your own business 

c. School as a student. 

Apart from the above, China is a hell for anyone who ventures into it. 

 

What is the nature of the work? 



 

The Chinese government set a very high qualification standard for people who want to work in 

China. 

a. minimum or basic academic level ; bachelors degree with experience 

b. sound mind and body: physical examination only in government designed hospitals here and 

must be done every six months to monitor your health status 

c. Nationality: American, Aussies, New Zealand, Canadians, British if worst South Africans. 

That’s all. No other nationality is allowed to teach or work whatsoever in China. 

 

Even though I am cert “A” teacher, backed by Bachelor degree from Legon accentuated with 

Masters degree in education from UCC and a holder of INTERNATIONAL TEACHERS ID 

CARD [ ITIC ], with many years of teaching experience in many countries, I have not qualified to 

work in China once I am a black African. 

 

An ESL teacher really faces some hectic life problems getting on with the Chinese community in 

totality of his life. I have been here for decades, yet I have no Chinese friend. Why? because the 

society is primitive and unbalanced. 

All teaching work in china begins with signing contracts which only rule in favor of the Chinese 

employer leaving the contractee / employee vulnerable to all sort of humiliations. 

 

What is the nature of their textbooks? 

 

Most English textbooks in china are carefully designed by the government to give racial education, 

teach students to prepare for war against Japan, teaches divination such as palmistry  

and somatomancy ie observation of body actions to predict future.  

In most of their textbooks, all you will read about is: USA, Australia, Canada, Britain and New 

Zealand. No information about any African countries in their textbooks at all.  

If any at all, then it is the dirtiest and HIV infested areas like Somalia, Sudan etc where there are 

disease and hunger pandemic where you see babies dying of disease, poverty and hunger.  

This has been the frequent flashpoint of quarrel between my girl friend and me, why? She often 

goes online to search for horrible part of African, often Somalia, Ethiopia and Sudan.  

Chinese journalists often go deep into the hinterland of those places where people have very 

remote culture. Typical examples are Dinkra, Denbe and Dele tribes of Sudan; she will play the 

videos saved on Chinese websites and call me to see my Africa.  

There people smear and paint their bodies with cow dung to ward of evil spirit, fungi and insect, 

because the main economic activities is animal farming, they use the dung for body markings and 

cow urine for washing heads. When milking their cows, they have to stimulate the vulva of the 

cows by blowing air with their mouth into the cows’ vulva.  

These are the things my lady will see and pick up quarrel with me for months: that, we are from 

very horrible Africa but coming here to fuck and marry them. 

I warn all African countries and AU to be wary and warn Chinese of videoing and filming. 

 

Could you believe when Obama won the US presidential election 2008, the entire Chinese 

population refused to accept Obama as an African born, they even published all over that Obama 



is an adopted child by a Kenyan man. He was not fathered by an African.  

 

It is clearly and boldly stated in the Chinese contracts: Do not discuss religion and politics in 

China. If you dare go against these instructions, your employer may face revocation of his 

certificate and you the employee face detention then deportation. 

 

 

 

 

How do students / pupils behave in China? 

 

You must be a clown if you want to be a teacher in China. Even in Universities, students ask for 

fun games from the lecturers, simply put, Chinese students are goats and cows jumping here and 

there with cold and icy brains. Student calls names horribly labeling teachers but nothing to do 

and no punishment can be given, why? Because you are a foreigner. When you are teaching them 

in class and you ask questions, all answers and examples are “monkey” monkey” they usually 

make this mockery of you. Why? Just because you are a black guy. Couple of times my students 

called me “black ugly monkey” and others laughed. I couldn’t even utter a word why? I am living 

among lower class of mammals who are stealing, selling and eating babies and human placentas. 

 

What does it cost to change job from one city to another in China? 

 

The new visa rules against foreigners especially blacks are: if you are leaving Accra to work in 

kumasi and the visa in your passport was issued in Accra, when you arrive in kumasi, you must go 

back to cancel your visa in Accra before you come to kumasi to reregister at the PSB in kumasi. 

The trick is this: by the time you the black you go back to Accra to kill your visa, when you return 

to kumasi, the PSB will tell you “oh we are sorry” blacks are not supposed to work here in Kumasi 

/ China, we have instructions or directives from the government, all we can do is to stamp 10 days 

visa [warning visa asking you to leave the country] in your passport to pack and leave the country. 

 

How does the treatment in China affect your religious / Christian beliefs? 

 

It is very clear as crystal and plain as the sky, a point in a time, I started questioning my 

conscience if God really exists and if God exists, why didn’t God make everything equal? We live 

among atheist and non believes in God, we rub shoulder to shoulder with them, work together and 

see their crude and unrefined behaviors towards foreigners especially blacks. This has pushed us 

very far to question the rational behind creation. Brothers, be careful as you plan to visit china.   

It is not safe here as you think. Chinese don’t know human values and they have no moral 

education 

 

In china, reading the bible is strictly forbidden. If anyone wanna read the bible, he / she either 

reads in the forest or in the middle of the night with doors and windows closed.  

Woe unto you, if you are caught spreading any Christian religious information. You may end up in 

labor camp or underground in Shenyang or Beijing. These 2 labor camps have a very horrible 



underground detention centers for notorious offenders.  

Women in these undergrounds are often raped by men from outside brought in by the guards.  

It is very horrible. Forced abortions by hands are carried out under the directives of government 

by those who go against one-child policy.  

Abortions are done free or at a very low fee as 5 $, free for students upon presentation of school or 

citizenship ID cards.  

To you my fellow Africans, from my words, you can imagine the situation in which we live in 

china. I have been here for 11 years now and have been collecting every bit of information for you. 

I will keep you updated anytime. 

 

What are the visa laws for foreigners especially blacks? 

 

2. You have no right whatsoever to renew your visa within china, especially if you are a black man. 

If you have 2 weeks' visa, you MUST go back to your country and renew another two weeks and 

come. Consider the cost of the air ticket, time and air accidents. 

 

3. No black has legal right to work or have work permit in China [Z visa]. The Chinese 

government directed all exit-entry administration NEVER on earth should blacks do anything here. 

 

4. those who were lucky to have Z working visa, this 2012, is the last year to flush them out of the 

country: simply put, all departments MUST terminate all contracts for blacks, and have the rest of 

their working or resident visa Z killed by cancellation from PSB. 

 

5. 1000s of blacks MUST and are leaving china before this year ends. At the time of writing,  

  my last Ghanaian friend is in the air heading home because of visa problems 

 

6. China has declared operation "90 day crackdown on all foreigners" PSB moves from house to   

  house, school to school, bar to bar, club to club scooping all blacks out and deporting them right    

  away without any defense lawyer. The government has informed the entire community  

   including students and children to report to the PSB any foreigner they see, for a reward. 

 

7. Now, if you are a black and you got your visa from another city and working in a different city 

with that visa, you are under arrest, your visa will be canceled and you face deportation without 

any lawyer or court proceedings. I mean Accra- GT region issues visa to you, you MUST only 

work in Accra, if you are caught working at Tema or Ada, you are under arrest. You will have all 

your 10 fingerprints taken, all your cash withdrawn to empty your bank account, pay a spot fine of 

1000 US dollars, taken to detention center, provide your air ticket, straight to kotoka. 

 

8. If your visa gives you the permit to teach, you MUST only teach in that city where you got your 

visa. If you are caught doing anything else apart from teaching, number 6 above applies to you. 

Even if you are caught teaching in any other school in same city, 6 above applies to you. 

 

9. You have NO right to quarrel or insult Chinese once you are a foreigner. If a Chinese slaps you, 

tell him “Yes sir/madam" and go away quietly why? Because you are a foreigner worst of all black. 



 

10. If you fight or quarrel with Chinese, the entire community at the trouble spot will descend on 

you and subject you to severe beatings. You have no right whatsoever to say anything bad even if 

a Chinese offends you. 

 

11. You are subjected to regular checks in your apartments by PSB and your landlord. They have 

spare keys to open your door at any given time without prior information. Even if you are on sex, 

they will open door on you and spread your secrets within a second throughout the entire city. 

 

12. Chinese hate blacks, because of their prejudiced and racial mind about us. when you get on 

bus, all Chinese hold their noses, stand away from you, gossip about you right in front of you, start 

spitting everywhere or light cigarette, all racial behaviors.  

 

13. As a black or foreigner in china, you will not and can't even dream exploiting their natural  

   resources. They will kill you one time. You may not even think about it in your life here. 

 

14. As a foreigner, you have no right to drive in china, even if you want to, you must stay here for 

four consecutive years, go for the training and pay cash 3000rmb: 7 rmb for 1 USD. If you pass 

your test, who should issue the license to you, is the problem. 

 

15. When Chinese go to Africa, they send no good news back to their people. All they do is taking 

pictures and videos of war-ton areas like Somalia, those poor and hungry where babies are dying 

etc, and post it on web to promote more racism against blacks and Africans search for Africa or 

countries in Africa even Ghana and play videos or see pictures in Chinese  

website www.baidu.com very humiliating and nasty to their people to watch and read about 

Africa. Any time my lady opens the site and watch the videos, we enter into loggerheads for 

months, why? Because we are very hungry and dirty in Africa but come here to live and bonk 

them. It’s very terrifying. African leaders MUST restrict Chinese of taking pictures and filming the 

African environments. They have 1000s online videos and pictures about Africa.  

 

16. Does Ghana do any background checks before taking foreign workers into Ghana? Do they?  

I went to my provincial capital here few weeks back for a purpose, then I met some Chinese with 

field-mice-skin color [the cave dwellers], they were rejoicing and jumping do all sort of merry 

making that they are going to AKLA, AKLA [Accra] and I asked them what you guys going to do 

there and they said they are going to work. Those uneducated field-mice-skin-color, cave dwellers 

going to my London-like Accra? I shook my heard in a very deep despair. They go to Ghana and 

own guns against Ghanaians? God where are you? God why? As a foreigner, you have no right to 

posses firearm let alone pulling gun on Chinese. Death sentence for you immediately. You won’t 

even dream about guns here and you won’t see guns. Even their police and military never carry 

guns. I have never seen any yet apart from armed security officers on trains. 

 

17. I don't know why, Ghana immigration, gives Chinese visa on arrival in Ghana. Why this? 

Listen carefully, formerly Ghana passport to Hong Kong was visa-free and I have been there many 

times.  



Since 2007, they stop visa-free for Ghana passport to Hong Kong but all other African countries 

have visa -free to Hong Kong and can renew their visas in Hong Kong but to Ghana passport  

we MUST apply for Hong Kong visa 1 to 2 months ahead of the proposed date of entry. 

Requirement for the Ghana passport for Hong Kong visa are even more than applying for US or 

EU visa. Just common Hong Kong. 

 

18. For Ghana passport, we must go back directly to Ghana and reapply for any visa that we need. 

Even if you have resident permit or Z working visa here, it usually has a minimum validity of 2 

weeks to maximum 1 year. If you absorb all the validity, you MUST go back home and reapply  

if you have any work to do china, which you may not even have just because you are a black and 

all companies are warned against Africans.  

The government will not even issue the foreigner expert and invitation letters to you the black but 

white ex-convicts.  

Other foreign nationals have the chance to renew visa within china or Hong Kong, but Ghana 

passport, has no chance.  

This is what I am saying, Ghana Embassy in China, MUST report all these nonsense back to our 

government at home and our government also adopt the same measures for the Chinese there.  

What at all is Ghana embassy doing here? What a silly idiot fucking Ghana embassy in China!! 

 

Does Ghana give limited resident permit to the Chinese there? I mean does the visa or work 

permit have any period of validity subjecting it to renewal or it is just an open permit till Jesus 

comes? Why should they be given resident permit? They should rather be given work permit 

renewable every 6 months at the Ghana embassy back in their country china and they must only 

have the permit for specific jobs. Not unspecified work permits allowing them to do any work. NO 

Ghana! Ghana NO!! 

 

19. Lastly, Ghana MUST put her citizens first in Ghana. Any foreigner especially Chinese to show 

any form of rudeness to Ghanaian, MUST be detain and deported immediately.  

What right do they have in Ghana to posses and pull guns on our chiefs and citizens?   

Oh my god!! Ask them, have they even seen gun, held or fired gun in China before?  

Even if the gun is licensed for them in Ghana, it is not licensed to be pulled on Ghanaians.  

Sometime ago a Dutch guy, tried to fire on Ghanaians working near his home in Ghana, and 

Ghana government looked unconcerned, why? Idiot Ghana police chop bribe?  

Why is Ghana government treating Ghanaians so badly? Even in our own Ghana, foreigners are 

put first on the priority list of the country to misbehave without any action. Why this Ghana? 

 

Just yesterday I was riding my motorbike along the road and on my right and just course, a 

Chinese woman driver, whose car I was overtaking, opened her door in front of me and hit me 

with the door, guy’s, I rolled on the road like a baby donkey falling down. with my motor lying 

directly in the middle of the road and my laptop computer and the bag, at different side. Photos 

available to prove my words. When the lady came down and saw me as a black, she rather insulted 

and blasted me with all her venomous words and every Chinese around was on her side.  

Instead of this lady checking me and apologizing, it wasn't so. She told me this is china; they drive 

any how they like. God being so great, boy, I was not hurt, just my motor was damaged. This 



woman got on her car and sped away why?  

Just because I am a black guy in her country and worst of all, I am not a Chinese. In fact Chinese 

people do everything here as if they have no brain in their heads. A French guy just arrived in 

china and asked me if Chinese people are human beings. They walk right in the middle of their 

roads, cross roads without checking to see if any vehicle is coming, in the middle of roads making 

telephone calls, driving, riding and making calls and sending messages, earphone in their ears 

listening to music. Oh! damn fucking hopeless and animalistic cultured people on earth. 

 

Fortunately for me and unfortunately for her, I used my mobile phone to snap photos of her car 

and the bike on the ground. I took my bike to repairs and have it fixed, and then I proceed to their 

unprofessional and racial police office, where they only support their citizens against foreign and 

beat blacks to death when you have problem with them. A black guy in Guangzhou city was 

beaten to death by the police. Why? Just because a Chinese biker / rickshaw rider was trying to rip 

him off few rmb and quarrel ensued between them. He was picked and next day they announce his 

death in police cells. Copy and paste the link below and see and read for yourself and believe what 

I am saying.  

 

http://www.chinasmack.com/2012/stories/protest-following-foreigners-sudden-death-in-polic

e-custody.html   

 

There and then at the police station, a young guy like Ghana JSS 1 student calling himself a police 

man, which should have been called a police boy, punch their system, and the picture and the 

information of the car appeared.  

They called her and she didn't even care, she just asked me for the receipt, and drop 30 dollars 

that's all. Even though I have a sprain at my wrist, it's not all that serious, but God is in control.  

This is how Chinese treat us. And idiot silly Ghana embassy never cares, to follow or call us every 

week to check on our welfare. Why do we have embassy in china? Why? We give them copies of 

every document we have but they never call any day to say: Hi' are you ok? Is everything alright, 

just to hear our voices, why are my parents paying tax in Ghana? Why? 

 

Lastly, all Ghanaians or blacks MUST avoid marrying Chinese girls. Marrying a Chinese girl is 

not only a punishment but also the greatest curse and bad luck to we blacks.  

Out of 90% foreigners who married Chinese girls, 86 % of the foreigner men escaped from the 

girls and 6% got divorced. Marrying a Chinese girl is signing of one’s own poverty, death, and 

financial exploitation warrants, be warned.  

When you approach Chinese girls, you will hear words like : “ we are different”  I am a 

traditional girl” my parents won’t agree” wait for me to ask my parents” if you can buy a house or 

car, I will love you” I don’t want to have a black baby”  

Marriage is a very primitive and uncivilized institution in china. Chinese girls are only 

materialistic; they only love money, car, house and bank account. No love in their hearts. 

Problems are bound to happen if you marry them.  

Many blacks tried and they fall apart and have all their properties confiscated by the girls family 

etc, they only lure you to buy house, open a school, buy a car and give them access to your bank 

account, once they have all these: they will later say: "my families ask me to divorce" why? 



Because they know you are a foreigner, they will now look for a stinky Chinese man for her to 

enjoy all your properties.  

Blacks, be warned and be extremely careful. I may recommend any other lady around the world 

BUT not Chinese girls. You will never have peace in your marriage if you dare marry a Chinese 

girl. The race doesn’t like black skin and Africans, why do you marry them?  

 

You will never walk around with your Chinese wife and she will be bold to claim the black guy is 

her husband. She will either say, the black is her friend, or her co-worker or she is an interpreter 

for the black. It never happens in China. Anyone who doubt what I am saying can try, no harm in 

trying, just experiment it. You will never have peace; the whole whorish society here will hate the 

girl for marrying a foreigner. All they need is the white ex-convicts to sex, rape, cheat and suck. 

They know blacks are too smarter than everything in this world. 

 

 

Chinese government has put very hard and complicated measures in place to deter blacks from 

marrying their girls.  

 

a. Males first-time travelers are no more issued Chinese visas in Ghana to enter China.   

 

b. You must produce certificate of impediments from your home country before marrying a 

stinky girl who menstruates and put pads in kitchen or throw on the path around for dogs and 

cats to eat. Oh nasty to see boy. A very complicated issue. 

 

c. If you have Z working visa, and marry here, they cancel your Z visa and give you L tourist 

visa.  

 

d. No citizenship or permanent resident when you marry a Chinese girl.  

 

e. Once you have L tourist visa, you become a prey for the Chinese predators. You have no right 

to work, you MUST never engage in any economic activities. If you are caught with L visa 

working, heaven breaks lose and glory to your soul. They deported few married Ghanaians 

and Nigerians working on L visas to feed cater for their kids and wives, leaving their families 

here.  

 

f. You will be on L visa renewable 2 times a year for 8 years, and then when you put in 

application for ID card, city government and bureaucracy, nothing happens to your 

application for 20 years. Please Ghanaians and Ghana government, wake up against the 

Chinese. I am writing from china. Those who have ears may hear. Anyone who doesn't 

believe no harm in trying. You may try. 

 

Advice: Ghanaians, Chinese are not white, Chinese are not yellow, and Chinese are not civilized. 

The dirties and the nastiest race ever on earth is Chinese race. They are unclean and people 

without souls. Their system is a whorish system I repeat. 

 



My recommendations for all Ghanaians and Ghana government and all Ghana embassies in 

Diaspora. 

             

 

 

 

 

                       MY RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. All embassies must send report on visa policies of where they are, home to Ghana. 

 

2. Ghana must adopt same visa policies as adopted in respective foreign countries 

 

3. Ghana must do background checks before allowing foreigners to work in Ghana. 

 

4. Ghana immigration and police service or army MUST be integrated and passport office and 

visa is handled by Ghana police or Ghana army or BNI. Ghana immigration laws must be 

updated every 4 months for foreigners and Ghana passport and visa must have a column for 

the processing officer / the one who processes the visa and the passport so that in case 

anything fraudulent surfaces in future, the processing officer be fined and jailed for 

sabotaging the pride of the nation. 

 

5. All foreigners must be restricted and checked regularly from day 1 as they enter the country. 

 

6. No foreigner should use inland route if he or she has no resident permit in the neighboring 

country where he or she is coming from or if he / she is not any government official on 

official assignments. Even from Togo to Accra, all unofficial persons, Non West Africans / 

Non Africans MUST use the airplane to kotoka.  

 

7. Any foreigner, who marries in Ghana, must begin the processes from his home country by 

providing a certificate of impediments and police clearance form to show they are single back 

in their countries and have not been to jail.  

It could be a sham or marriage of convenience, so fresh marriages must be on tourist visa for 

10 years, and another 10 years to apply for Ghana ID card. There should be no guarantee that 

the ID card will be issued when applied for. Chinese MUST never marry Ghanaians. Any 

Ghana girl to defy this law must follow the Chinese man to his frog and worm china to smell 

the shit and pains here being a black.  

 

8. All foreigners arriving in Ghana for work or tour lasting more than 3 days MUST at the 

nearest possible police station or BNI office, register and have their finger prints and eye iris 

taken / scanned and saved in computer. 

 

9. Ghana immigration / police / army / BNI must have the power to arrest and deport without 

any defense lawyer or judicial processes in any case involving a foreigner.   

 



10. All Ghana embassies across the world MUST call their registered citizens once a week and 

check on their welfare. 

 

11. Any company in Ghana wishing to employ any foreigner MUST submit documents, to Ghana 

immigration service or BNI to be studied, then these documents will be given approval from 

castle and DHL in diplomatic bag to the Ghana embassy in the employee’s country and copies 

be given to the employee, to go back to his or her country and apply for 1 month work visa at 

Ghana embassy with 0 entry [can not be used to re-enter] before arriving in Ghana. After 

arrival, the employee MUST within 30 days register with the local police or BNI to avoid 

being illegal. The said visa will then be converted into renewable work or resident permit with 

a validity not exceeding 6 months for specific jobs ONLY.  

No foreigner MUST be allowed to do 2 jobs even their own private business must never be 

allowed in the country. 

 

12. Firearms must be for Ghanaian citizens ONLY. Any foreigner found with firearm is an armed 

robber or invader and MUST be arrested immediately and deported the next day. Put them on 

any flight going near the place they came from. 

Ghanaians let be logical here: can a Ghanaian posses gun in Togo our own African neighbor 

country? Refer to the days of President Eyadema [father].If Ghanaians entered Togo; all eyes 

followed their movements, how much less a foreigner and animalistic Chinese? Ghana is a 

real hopeless and senseless country. I hate being Ghanaian sometimes. 

 

13. Any foreigner to abuse any Ghanaian verbally or physically must be arrested, fined and 

deported the next day. When foreigners are arrested, Ghana immigration must quarantine 

them, no bail, no lawyer, and no court. Deportation order MUST be processed before their 

embassies in Ghana are notified. Those under deportation order MUST never be allowed any 

freedom of movement until they leave. If the foreigner has no passport or visa or air ticket, 

they should be quarantine for ONLY 15 days waiting for their embassies to provide them with 

traveling certificate, from detention center, straight to kotoka to go out. 

 

14. Those foreigners, who are in import - export commodity business in Ghana, MUST not go 

directly to the local community or to the market to sell their products to the consumers.  

Ghana government MUST have a specific structure erected for them far away from 

commercial centers, now our local and native sellers will go to the foreign and secluded 

structure to buy from the importers, and then take to the local market for the consumers.  

By doing this, the local business man or the local producer is fully assured of his profit margin 

which the foreigner will never realize.  

Look, in China, NO Chinese will buy African products from African.  

I bet you my brother. The racism against foreigners is being promoted by their Chinese 

government.  

Ghana, be warned. It is true we make money from foreigners to grow our country. So we will 

not say foreigners shouldn’t work in Ghana. That’s totally wrong. They should work, BUT 

their activities MUST be checked.  

Whatever they do to our citizens in their country, we must reciprocate the same to them in our 



country. By this, through this, we deserve, promote and maintain respect. If we don’t do all as 

I said, we will remain drawers of water, hewers of firewood and non-productive forever and 

ever.  

 

15. I am begging and pleading with all African leaders, not just Ghana. United we stand, divided 

we fall. Unite Africa and make it one big country. The union is very easy. Begin with single 

passport for all Africans and nationality be AFRICA, then followed by single currency.  

Common passport and currency have cleared all geographical barriers, and then tackle crime 

prevention by forming association or union of African police service then military. Give the 

capital to South Africa and make regional capitals our various countries. Any country to 

object the motion is singled out with very harsh policies such as:  

a. traveling ban to member countries 

b. visa restriction 

c. cutting of all business and commercial links 

d. etc 

 

Africans living abroad only see AU as a debating club without their words / action yielding 

any results. African leaders please wake up. It is time to unite.  

 

More of these laws must be made for foreigners to respect Ghana and Ghanaians if not we are 

going to be dogs everywhere we go. 

 

Glory be to our Late President J.E.A Mills. May his soul rest in perfect peace. His demise is a 

great signal for Africa to unite. May his soul rest in peace perfect peace. AMEN 


